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The Ward lustering problem an be posed as follows:Determine the lustering C� 2 Pk, for whihP (C�) = minC2Pk P (C)wherePk = fC : C is partition of set of units E � Rm and ard(C) = kgand the Ward riterion funtion P (C) has the formP (C) = XC2C p(C)and p(C) = XX2C d22(X; �C)where �C is the enter of gravity of the luster C:�C = 1nC XX2CX; nC = ard(C)and d2 is the Eulidean distane.To generalize the Ward lustering problem we proeed as follows: Let E � E , whereE is the spae of units (set of all possible units; the set of desriptions of units is notneessary a subset of Rm), be a �nite set,d : E � E ! R+0be a dissimilarity between units and w : E ! R+0 be a weight of units, whih is extendedto lusters by: 8X 2 E : w(fXg) = w(X)Cu \ Cv = ; ) w(Cu [ Cv) = w(Cu) + w(Cv)To obtain the generalized Ward lustering problem we must appropriately replae theexpression for p(C). Relying on the equality:p(C) = XX2C d22(X; �C) = 12nC XX;Y 2C d22(X; Y )we de�ne p(C) = 12w(C) XX;Y 2C w(X) � w(Y ) � d(X; Y )Note that d in this de�nition an be any dissimilarity on E and not only the squaredEulidean distane.From the de�nition we an easily derive the following equality: If Cu \ Cv = ; thenw(Cu[Cv) � p(Cu[Cv) = w(Cu) � p(Cu)+w(Cv) � p(Cv)+ XX2Cu;Y 2Cv w(X) �w(Y ) � d(X; Y )In [2℄ it is also shown how to replae �C by a generalized, possibly imaginary (with de-sriptions not neessary in the same set as E), entral element in the way to preserve theproperties harateristi for Ward lustering problem.2



2 Loal optimization methods in generalOften for a given optimization problem (�; P ) there exist rules whih relate to eahelement of the set � some elements of �. We all them loal transformations. They arethe basis of the loal optimization proedures whih starting in an element of � repeatmoving to an element determined by loal transformation whih has better value of theriterion funtion until no suh element exists.The elements whih an be obtained by loal transformations from a given element arealled neighbours { loal transformations determine the neighbourhood relation S � ���in the set �. The neighbourhood of element X 2 � is alled the set S(X) = fY : XSY g.The element X 2 � is a loal minimum for the neighbourhood struture (�; S) i�8Y 2 S(X) : P (X) � P (Y )The basi sheme of loal optimization proedure is therefore very simple:determine the initial element X0 2 �; X := X0 ;while 9Y 2 S(X) : P (Y ) < P (X) repeat X := YTo obtain a "good" solution and an impression about its quality we repeat the proedurewith di�erent (random) X0.To build a loal optimization proedure we must selet an appropriate neighbour-hood struture and determine into whih among neighbours to move. There are severalpossibilities to do this:� hoose the �rst among neighbours whih satis�es the onditions;� hoose the neighbour for whih the derease of the value of riterion funtion ismaximal/minimal;� hoose a neighbour at random;� hoose a neighbour whih has some additional properties.Note also that "rih" neighbourhood struture gives better results, but it is also moretime onsuming.3 Loal optimization lustering methodsAlthough the basi sheme of loal optimization lustering proedure is very simple wehave to make some important deisions in its further developement.To obtain an eÆient algorithm we have to balane among:� rih neighbourhood struture inreases the possibility to reah the global minimum.The extreme ase represents the ase in whih all units are neighbours;� rih neighbourhood struture inreases the time spent by eah step of the algorithm;� an eÆient algorithm for generating neighbours should exist.3



Usually the neighbourhood relation in loal optimization lustering proedures is deter-mined by the following two transformations:� lustering C 0 is obtained from the lustering C by moving a unit Xk from luster Cpto luster Cq (transition):C 0 = (C n fCp; Cqg) [ fCp n fXkg; Cq [ fXkgg� lustering C 0 is obtained from the lustering C by interhanging units Xu and Xvfrom di�erent lusters Cp and Cq (transposition):C 0 = (C n fCp; Cqg) [ f(Cp n fXug) [ fXvg; (Cq n fXvg) [ fXuggIn both ases only two lusters are hanged. Therefore it is useful to introdue for riterionfuntions of the form P (C) = XC2C p(C)the quantity �P (C; C 0) = P (C)� P (C 0) = p(Cp) + p(Cq)� p(C 0p)� p(C 0q)whih allows quiker tests of the ondition P (C 0) < P (C).The next important deision is the seletion of the representation of dissimilarity d.We an store a dissimilarity matrix or we store the desriptions of units and alulate thedissimilarity between units eah time it is needed. The details an be found in any bookon lustering [3, 4℄.The advantages of the seond representation are the following:� in the ase when units are desribed by few variables we an luster relatively bigsets of units in the main memory;� in the lustering proedure we an onsider, besides dissimilarities, also some otherproperties of (sets of) units.The main drawbak of this approah is the fat that the repeated omputations of thesame dissimilarities take a lot of time. For this reason for sets up to 200 units theproedures based on the dissimilarity matrix are mostly used. On the other side thedeision for dissimilarity matrix redue the seletion of riterion funtions for whih �Pan be eÆiently omputed. In the following we shall show that this an be done in thease of generalized Ward riterion funtion.For this purpose it is useful to introdue the quantitya(Cu; Cv) = XX2Cu;Y 2Cv w(X):w(Y ):d(X; Y )Using the quantity a(Cu; Cv) we an express p(C) in the form:p(C) = a(C;C)2w(C)4



and the equality mentioned in the introdution of the generalized Ward lustering prob-lem: If Cu \ Cv = ; thenw(Cu [ Cv):p(Cu [ Cv) = w(Cu):p(Cu) + w(Cv):p(Cv) + a(Cu; Cv)Let us �rst analyze the transition of a unit Xk from luster Cp to luster Cq: We haveC 0p = Cp n fXkg , C 0q = Cq [ fXkg ,w(Cp):p(Cp) = w(C 0p):p(C 0p) + a(Xk; C 0p) = (w(Cp)� w(Xk)):p(C 0p) + a(Xk; C 0p)and w(C 0q):p(C 0q) = w(Cq):p(Cq) + a(Xk; Cq)From d(Xk; Xk) = 0 it follows a(Xk; Cp) = a(Xk; C 0p). Thereforep(C 0p) = w(Cp):p(Cp)� a(Xk; Cp)w(Cp)� w(Xk) p(C 0q) = w(Cq):p(Cq) + a(Xk; Cq)w(Cq) + w(Xk)and �nally �P (C; C 0) = p(Cp) + p(Cq)� p(C 0p)� p(C 0q) == w(Xk):p(Cq)� a(Xk; Cq)w(Cq) + w(Xk) � w(Xk):p(Cp)� a(Xk; Cp)w(Cp)� w(Xk)In the ase when d is the squared Eulidean distane it is possible to derive also expressionfor orretions of enters [4, p. 69-70℄.Now let us analyze the transposition { interhange of units Xu and Xv from di�erentlusters Cp and Cq : We haveC 0p = (Cp n fXug) [ fXvg; C 0q = (Cq n fXvg) [ fXugand C 0 = (C n fCp; Cqg) [ fC 0p; C 0qgBeause of the symmetry in the expression �P (C; C 0) = p(Cp) + p(Cq)� p(C 0p)� p(C 0q) itis suÆient to analyze the term p(Cp)� p(C 0p). From p(fXvg) = 0 it follows:w(C 0p):p(C 0p) = (w(Cp) + w(Xv)� w(Xu)):p(C 0p)= (w(Cp)� w(Xu)):p(Cp n fXug) + a(Xv; Cp n fXug)and from Cp = (Cp n fXug) [ fXug alsow(Cp):p(Cp) = (w(Cp)� w(Xu)):p(Cp n fXug) + a(Xu; Cp n fXug)Combining both equalities we getw(Cp):p(Cp) = (w(Cp) + w(Xv)� w(Xu)):p(C 0p)� a(Xv; Cp n fXug) + a(Xu; Cp n fXug)or in other formp(C 0p) = w(Cp):p(Cp) + a(Xv; Cp n fXug)� a(Xu; Cp n fXug)w(Cp) + w(Xv)� w(Xu)5



Thereforep(Cp)� p(C 0p) = (w(Xv)� w(Xu)):p(Cp) + a(Xu; Cp n fXug)� a(Xv; Cp n fXug)w(Cp) + w(Xv)� w(Xu)and symmetriallyp(Cq)� p(C 0q) = (w(Xu)� w(Xv)):p(Cq) + a(Xv; Cq n fXvg)� a(Xu; Cq n fXvg)w(Cq) + w(Xu)� w(Xv)Both expressions get muh simpler form if all units are of the same weightp(Cp)� p(C 0p) = 1w(Cp)(a(Xu; Cp n fXug)� a(Xv; Cp n fXug))In the previous lines we have shown that for the generalized Ward lustering problemwe an in both ases (transitions and transpositions) eÆiently test for the onditionP (C 0) < P (C). Therefore the loal optimization methods based on the dissimilarity matrixare an eÆient approah for solving the generalized Ward lustering problem.Referenes[1℄ Batagelj, V., Algorithmi aspets of lustering problem. Proeedings of 7th Interna-tional Symposium "Computer at the University", Cavtat, 1985. Zagreb. SRCE, 1985,502 1 - 15.[2℄ Batagelj, V., Generalized Ward and related lustering problems. Proeedings of theFirst Conferene of the IFCS, Aahen, 29 June - 1 July, 1987. North-Holland, Ams-terdam, 1988, 67-74.[3℄ Hartigan, J.A., Clustering Algorithms. John-Wiley, New York, 1975.[4℄ Sp�ath, H., Cluster Analyse Algorithmen zur Objekt-Klassi�zierung und Datenredu-tion. R. Oldenbourg Verlag, Munhen, 1977.
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